Perry Burroughs Annual Celebration

Students and Faculty of Sherman Elementary School
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Spring 2017 updates effective March 19.

- 2C Sylvania-Centennial/Franklin Park
  - DISCONTINUED and replaced with 6 King Road/City of Sylvania

- 3 North/South Crosstown
  - schedule adjustments on all trips; will no longer interline with route 2C/6 King Road/City of Sylvania

- 5 Dorr via UT Main Campus/5R Dorr/Richards
  - schedule adjustments

- 6 King Road/City of Sylvania
  - experimental route to replace 2C name, routing, and schedule adjustments; modification in routing with timepoints at Franklin Park Mall, Flower Hospital, Lourdes University, Meijer, and Wal-Mart

- 7 Sylvania Township Express via Central/Meijer Dr
  - DISCONTINUED

- 10 Rossford Call-A-Ride
  - schedule adjustments

- 10L Rossford via Hollywood Casino
  - schedule adjustments

- 11/12/13/14 East Toledo
  - schedule adjustments

- 15A Summit/Suder/Alexis
  - schedule adjustments

- 15E Summit/Point Place via Alexis
  - schedule adjustments

- 17B Lagrange/Bennett via Miracle Mile
- 17E Lagrange/Eleanor via Miracle Mile
  - schedule adjustments

- 22F Bancroft via UT Campus/Franklin Park
  - schedule adjustments

- 24 Delaware/Kenwood via Westgate
- 24T Delaware/Indian via Westgate
  - schedule adjustments

- 27H Nebraska/Hill-Reynolds
- 27N Nebraska/Angola-Wenz
  - schedule adjustments

- 28/30 City Park/Indiana/Oakwood
  - schedule adjustments

- 34 Detroit/Byrne/Western via UTMC
  - schedule adjustments

- 42 Miracle Mile with stops at Owens Corning
  - DISCONTINUED

- 43 Maumee-Arrowhead/Western via UTMC
  - schedule adjustments

- 44X St Luke’s Hospital
  - schedule adjustments
Four Davids and a Goliath

By Rev. Donald L. Perryman, D.Min.
The Truth Contributor

The four billion dollars African Americans spend don’t go to the black community.
- Benjamin Chavis, Jr.

Just because you’ve won one battle (or two or three), doesn’t mean that the fight is over. Surely, the adversary is going to return, and likely with more ferocity.

The Kroger Company’s request for a zoning change to build a larger Marketplace Store on property owned by the Sisters of Notre Dame was denied yet again last week in a lopsided four-to-one decision by the Plan Commission.

The Cincinnati-based retailing giant is the nation’s largest supermarket chain with revenues approaching $110 billion. Kroger is now executing an all-out lobbying blitz on individual city council members in a highly politicized effort to obtain the nine votes needed to overrule the plan commission’s decision.

Although victorious in past Toledo supermarket wars, Kroger now finds itself facing new industry competition from companies like Costco, Whole Foods, Fresh Market and Fresh Thyme. The 150,000 square-foot marketplace model, which Kroger would like to combine the Notre Dame high school and daycare campus with a retail mini mall to sell groceries along with clothing, furniture and other items, is the business model Kroger feels will fit its current competitive environment.

At the moment, flexing support from the powerful Northwest Ohio Building Trades, it is believed that the powerful mega retailer has a winning hand, needing merely a single vote from among council members Tyrone Riley, Sandy Spang, Peter Ujvagi or Yvonne Harper.

Yet, apparently unlike their colleagues, each of the four members is determined to stand up to the mammoth retailer.

A matter of principle, they unanimously feel.

“I am very much a supporter of Kroger, don’t get me wrong,” says Ujvagi, “but I am a rock solid ‘no’ because it’s absolutely the wrong place to put it. It’s really bad urban planning with everything from transportation issues to the appropriate use and intensity on a piece of land, which is absolutely the appropriate policy decision of city council.”

Spang, who has also vowed that her ‘no’ vote will not change, sees over-commercialization she suspects will lead to mass vacancies in the Monroe-Secor corridor similar to those currently along Reynolds Road and the former Southwyck Mall, as an inevitable consequence.

“There’s already a pushback from the community,” she says. “Some of our best residential communities are going to be under so much stress because of the traffic problems, and they already are. They are already wanting to tear houses down to widen Secor Road because of the traffic volume.”

... continued on page 12
Rep. Ashford Announces State Support for Owens Community College Renovation Project
Says funds will help modernize school’s College Hall

Rep. Michael Ashford

State Rep. Michael Ashford (D-Toledo) this month announced the release of $217,040 in state funds to Collaborative Inc. of Toledo to complete the facility and design master plans for the College Hall Renovation project at Owens State Community College (OSCC). The state funding was approved this week by the state Controlling Board, a panel tasked with oversight of state spending.

“The innovative ideas and visions of Collaborative, Inc. have helped to provide efficient and safe learning environments for students and employees at many of Ohio’s higher education institutions,” said Ashford. “The renovation of College Hall will help Owens Community College provide modern facilities that allow students to learn the skills they need to be successful.”

Built in 1971, College Hall houses a wide variety of resources for the student community, such as the college bookstore, OSCC dining area, admissions offices, financial aid, advising offices and a few academic classrooms. The release of funds will help to cover fees needed for Collaborative Inc. to establish the master plan for the facility and redesign of College Hall for phase one of this ongoing project.

Senator Brown to Reintroduce Energy Star Sales Tax Holiday Legislation

State Senator Edna Brown (D-Toledo) announced that she will soon reintroduce legislation to help Ohioans pay for major household appliances that qualify as Energy Star products. The bill would create a tax holiday for the first Friday through Sunday in April.

“My Energy Star tax holiday bill will help working families pay for major household purchases,” said Brown. “This legislation helps Ohioans on two levels. The tax holiday offers significant immediate savings. And, in the long term, consumers will save on their utility bills thanks to decreased energy usage.”

Products to be covered include air conditioning units, furnaces, heat pumps, water heaters, refrigerators, freezers, air purifiers, and dehumidifiers. Currently, the states of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland, Missouri, North Carolina, Texas and Virginia have similar tax holidays for Energy Star products.

“I think it is important to note that these products help meet some of the most basic needs of Ohio families,” added Brown. “From the health and financial benefits of safe food storage, to relief from severe allergies, to heating and cooling during extreme temperatures, these products ensure the health, safety, and comfort of many Ohioans.”

Community Calendar

February 22
Greater St. Mary’s MBC 14th Pastoral Anniversary and 72nd Pastor’s Birthday: Pastor Robert and First Lady Shirley Lyons: 7 pm; Guests Rev. John Williams and Eastern Star MBC Congregation

February 23-26
Restoration Free Ministries Fifth Church Anniversary and Dedication Service: Thur-Sat – 7 pm nightly; Sun – 4 pm

February 25
St. Stephen’s Black History Month Celebration: 4 pm; Guests – the UT Gospel Choir
NAAACP ACT-SO Meeting: 1 to 3 pm; Accepting applications for this year’s ACT-SO competitions; Lunch provided; Kent Branch Library
5th Annual Youth Skate Day: Otawa Park Ice Rink; Sponsored by City Councilman Tyrone Riley; 10 am to 1 pm; Open to all youth – includes free admission, skate rental and hot chocolate: 419-936-2657

February 26
Indiana Avenue MBC 71st Church Anniversary: Speaker Rev. WL Perryman of Jerusalem Baptist; 4 pm; “Make yourselves ready, busy doing the work of the Lord, for He is soon to return”
Greater St. Mary’s MBC 14th Pastoral Anniversary and 72nd Pastor’s Birthday: Pastor Robert and First Lady Shirley Lyons: 4 pm; Guests Rev. Bobby Wilborn and Charity Baptist Congregation

March 1
Greater St. Mary’s MBC 14th Pastoral Anniversary and 72nd Pastor’s Birthday: Pastor Robert and First Lady Shirley Lyons: 7 pm; Guests Rev. Cordell Jenkins and Abundant Life Ministries

March 3
Phillips Temple CME Loaded Baked Potato Dinners: 10:30 am to 5 pm: 419-242-7906

March 4
Successful Christian Singles Event: Noon; End Time Christian Fellowship; Speaker Monica Lamb of Columbus: www.endtimechristianfellowship.org
Lucas Metropolitan Housing Authority Is Recipient of 7th Annual “Play It Forward” Toy Drive

Special to The Truth

Lucas Metropolitan Housing Authority (LMHA) was selected as the charitable outreach recipient of the seventh annual, “Play It Forward Used Toy Drive”. Cousino Restoration along with The Town Center at Levis Commons, in Perrysburg, OH, selected LMHA as the recipient for this year’s toy drive.

“For the last several years, we have teamed up with host Levis Commons in the annual ‘Play it Forward’ Used Toy Drive where toys are collected beginning the second weekend in January. We bring the toys back to our facility where they are cleaned, sanitized and get new batteries. Every year we pick a different charity to support,” said Shelly Konz of Cousino Restoration.

This year, the outpouring of community support resulted in double amount of gently-used donated toys that they received in 2016. President and Chief Executive Officer, Martin LaMar says, “Lucas Metropolitan Housing Authority is truly appreciative to be the recipient of Cousino Restoration’s generosity in having been selected as its 2017 ‘Play It Forward’ Toy Drive beneficiary. The effort to enhance and impact lives will always be a collaborative effort. Partners like Cousino Restoration ensure LMHA has additional resources to offer clients of all ages.”

Lucas Metropolitan Housing Authority is a HUD-affiliated public housing agency that administers Housing Choice Vouchers throughout Lucas County, Ohio. Housing Choice Vouchers are given to eligible low-income residents, the elderly and the disabled, to afford decent, safe, and sanitary housing in the private rental market.

Housing assistance is also provided by LMHA, to families and individuals, with securing housing from a portfolio of more than 2,700 Affordable Housing properties consisting of multi-family housing complexes, single family homes and townhomes.

For more information, contact Martin H. LaMar, president and chief executive officer of LMHA, at 419-259-9400 or mlamar@lucasmha.org.
Natural Hair and the Law: Employers Locked in Litigation with Employees

By Megan Davis
The Truth Contributor

If you’ve ever experienced racial profiling, then you know how humiliating it can be. Knowing that you have done nothing to warrant being pulled over and then being harassed by an officer is unpleasant of an experience as a black man or woman may feel.

But what happens when you are profiled at work? You may be qualified, experienced and certified to hold the position that you do, but if someone else that lacks melanin feels “threatened” by you, intimidated or just doesn’t like you, he may chart a course to remove you from that workplace. If you cannot be reprimanded for conduct or attendance, he may dig deeper. While an employer may not discriminate against someone because of her race, he may choose to discriminate because of her hairstyle.

During slavery, African hair was policed. Slaves were either denied the right to groom their hair or it was completely shaved off. Those who could not groom their hair, grew a matted mess called “dreadful” by white masters and others whose hair was shaved, lost their tribal identity. Once in America, they were forced to conform to the beauty standards set by the master’s wives. Those slaves whose skin and hair resembled that of a white woman could be house slaves; but those who were darker and had coarser hair were considered field slaves. Although times have changed, the mentality of the white master, now employer, has not progressed much.

In 1964, when the Civil Rights Act was passed, there was a portion dedicated to discrimination. It reads, “Title VII prohibits employment discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex and national origin.”

This Title VII was a victory for blacks and other minorities seeking employment in those days. Many corporations have adopted the practice of non discrimination since then, however, there is a new practice of policing of employees taking place today.

In 2010, Chastity Jones of Mobile, Alabama, was an applicant at the Mobile Catastrophic Insurance Claims Company. She was selected to take part in a group interview. During that time, her hair was in blond colored coils. She was offered a position as a customer service representative. During that same day, Jones met with her new employer to discuss the training schedule when the human resources staff noticed that her hair was in dreadlocks instead of curls.

The manager in charge told Jones that the company did not allow dreadlocks and that she would have to cut them off in order to obtain employment. Jones declined to cut her hair, and the manager immediately rescinded the job offer. This incident was recorded by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission which filed a lawsuit on behalf of Jones.

The EEOC argued that the company’s ban on dreadlocks was an act of discrimination based on physical and/or cultural characteristics. C. Emanuel Smith, regional attorney for the Birmingham District Office of the U.S. E.E.O.C, stated “This litigation is not about policies that require employees to maintain their hair in a professional, neat, clean or conservative manner, it focuses on the racial bias that may occur when specific hair constructs and styles are singled out for different treatment because they do not conform to normative standards for other races.”

The result of the lawsuit filed in 2013 ended in the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruling in favor of the Mobile Catastrophic Insurance Company, specifically stating that CMS’s “race-neutral grooming policy” was not discriminatory as hairstyles, while “culturally ...

continued on page 11
New ways to feel like a MILLION

On Sale: February 22nd

Over $100 MILLION In Total Cash Prizes Available In These Games!
Oh, What a Day! Arts and a Little Science Abound in Toledo

Friday, February 10, was a day for the ages here in the Glass City. From the fine arts, to the performing arts to the sweet science, there was a little something for everyone.

Kehinde Wiley, renowned painter, sculptor and glass artist, was in town to open his exhibit at the Toledo Museum of Art. Wiley, who has created a body of work by melding classical historical works with contemporary subjects, has brought to Toledo an exhibit comprised of dozens of his works, some on a breathtakingly huge scale. His exhibit will be at the Museum through May 14.

_The Marriage of Figaro_, starring Darren Stokes as Figaro and Laquita Mitchell as Countess Almaviva, opened that night at the Valentine Theater. Presented by the Toledo Opera, the Wolfgang Mozart opera continued through February 12.

On a lighter note, Lonnie Hamilton brought another open mic night to The Truth Art Gallery, an evening highlighted by a book signing and reading by noted playwright/author John Scott, PhD.

The arts were not the only entertainment Toledoans could enjoy on this jam-packed day. The sweet science of boxing also held forth as world lightweight champion Robert Easter, Jr. defended his crown against challenger Luis Ruiz in a unanimous decision before a packed and appreciative crowd at the Huntington Center.
The Toledo Chapter of Jack and Jill of America Incorporated host its annual “Sapphire and Denim” fundraiser to benefit the Boys and Girls Club of Toledo and the Wayman-Palmer YMCA on Friday, February 17 at Premier Banquet Hall.

Annually, this party with a purpose brings more than 300 members of the Toledo community together to celebrate an evening of fun, while raising funds for early childhood literacy. This is the national mission of the organization being implemented locally through the development of “reading corners” and “reading nooks” designed to be an educational resource to underserved youth across the country.

Both the Boys and Girls Club of Toledo’s Homer Hanham Club and the Wayman-Palmer YMCA of Toledo will receive micro-reading corners.

There are currently 25 mothers in the local chapter of Jack and Jill and more than 40 children ranging from ages two-18. The youth and families engage in monthly educational, civic, legislative and recreational activities as well as provide service to the community.

Over the years, Jack and Jill has partnered with and served local organizations such as Boys and Girls Club of Toledo, Mom’s House, The United Way of Greater Toledo, March of Dimes, Toledo Lucas County Public Library, the Toledo Zoo, The Toledo Museum of Art Mercy Health, Komen of Northwest Ohio, Food For Thought and more.
Prince Hall Masons of Toledo Hold Black History Program

By Tanya R. Roach
Special to The Truth

Sunday, February 12, 2017 at 4:00 p.m. the two Prince Hall Lodges of Toledo, Amazon Lodge #4 and Composite Lodge #108, came together to honor Black History Month by celebrating our past and asking the tough questions of where are we now and how do we prepare for the future.

In attendance were Sis. Wanda Terrell Galloway, Worthy Matron of Jewel Chapter #20, and Sis. Carla Fitzgerald, representing the Worthy Matron of Pride of Composite Chapter #81. Both chapters are Prince Hall Order of Eastern Star in Toledo. In attendance was Worshipful Master Darrell DeQuichi and members from Progressive Lodge #85 of Sandusky, Ohio, as well as the Illustrious Potentate of Mecca Temple #43.

The audience joined together in reciting the Pledge of Allegiance and singing “Lift Every Voice” followed by the invocation of blessing to open up the program. A brief history of Prince Hall Masonry was presented by the Senior Warden of Composite Lodge #108, Brother Antonia Russell, who was also the master of Ceremony.

The conversations were presented by Sgt. Navarro Gibson and Albert “Mick” Earl. Sgt. Gibson, dressed in an authentic uniform, who is a member of the 5th United States Colored Troops, presented an interactive conversation on blacks in the Civil War.

The audience was asked to use their smartphones and iPhone to look up several figures and battles that were fought during the Civil War, such as the Battle of Chaffin’s Farm and the contributions of Milton Murray Holland who led Company C of the 5th Infantry in the battle.

Earl presented on where we are now and how to prepare for the future. The focus was on African Americans and economics. He started with the history of Black Wall Street to bring us forward to now. The solution offered by Earl was to use the blueprint on becoming a collective community and establishing group economics. We must leave a legacy for our children by using this plan.

The program was ended with a pledge made to be a part of the solution and to play our part in improving the community. Remarks were given by Worshipful Master Desmond Jones of Composite Lodge #108, Carla Fitzgerald of Pride of Composite #81, Worshipful Master Keith McWhite of Amazon Lodge #4, Wanda Terrell Galloway of Jewel Chapter #20, and Most Worshipful Past Grand Master, Rev. James H. Willis, Sr.
I Am Black and Beautiful in the Toledo Museum of Art Little Theater

On Saturday, February 17, Author/Playwright Joyce Lewis and her cast performed her opus, I Am Black and Beautiful, at the Toledo Museum of Art’s Little Theater.

The collection of vignettes, says Lewis, “is about the trials and tribulations that women go through mentally, physically, emotionally, spiritually and financially but, at the end, they are still black and beautiful.”

Lewis will performing parts of her play and signing books at The Truth Gallery’s next open mic night on March 24 – 1811 Adams Street.

Fros, Fashions & Finds... continued from page 6

associated with race,” are not “immutable physical characteristics.” This ruling, however, does not apply to the state of Ohio.

This issue is being argued in schools from elementary to college as well. Jones isn’t the first and will not be the last black person who will be told that her hairstyle isn’t acceptable for the workplace. On January 28, 2017 at the Westerville, Ohio Public Library, Michele George MS, MHA, CRC, author of The Knotty Truth Book series, hosted a panel discussion to address the issues of natural hair, locs more specifically, in the workplace. Among the panelists were Lorina Wise, JD, healthcare lawyer; Tiffany Scott, PSM, PSPO IT business analyst; Melody Bogan, PhD, Patient Care Advocate; Jennifer Adams, owner of J. Adams Photography and Megan Davis, owner of The Kitchen Salon.

For these black, female professionals with locked hair, the discussion was opened to talk about how each individual’s workplace supports diversity and inclusion. Fortunately, for each woman on the panel, no one has faced discrimination, demotions, terminations or any reprimand because of her choice in the locked hairstyle.

Each woman described ways to ensure fair treatment among their colleagues and peers: Wise stated that it is important for everyone to read their employee handbook, including the policy on dress code and appearance.

Scott, who works in a field dominated by white males, said that she is a double minority but her work and experience in the IT field speaks for itself, her employers are not as concerned with her hairstyle as they are her performance.

Bogan shared that, while having new locs was something she had to get used to, her colleagues have not questioned her professionalism because of them and her boss even said her style is beautiful.

Both Adams and Davis stated that being business owners affords them the opportunity to be themselves, and Davis added that being confident with yourself can draw others’ attention away from your hairstyle and onto your skills. “When people are unsure, their potential employer may also be unsure,” she continued.

As natural hair continues to be locked up in litigation throughout the world, it shows that we have come only so far from being almost criminalized over something that is naturally our own. There have been arguments to amend the language in Title VII, to no avail, yet change will come if the language of the law and those it affects, are brought to the table to review and revise each term and point, and bridge the divide.
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First Federal Bank is more than a money manager. When you open your personal or business account, you get access to products that fit your needs and services that bring added convenience, like mobile deposit.

By investing in you, we’re earning your trust. That’s what it means to be better together.
However, it will take more than arguments about good land use and smart urban planning for east side and central city residents who look for tangible returns on their electoral investments that will address the “back-against-the-wall” issues they constantly face.

Kroger has, over time, abandoned the central city and east side to strategically locate closer to suburban city boundaries, producing a ring around the City of Toledo while leaving a dramatic void in the urban core.

Attempting to attract customers from Ottawa Hills, West Toledo and Old Orchard, and also Maumee, Perrysburg, Oregon and Sylvania, Kroger has attempted to “have it all,” knowing that the number of low to moderate income customers will decline as its stores locate at the mouth of suburban expressways. Their strategy, effectively, creates food deserts whereby central city residents have difficulty finding healthy, culturally relevant foods and rely, instead, on fast foods or expensive and out-of-date foods from carry-outs and corner stores. This contributes mightily to the perpetuation of poverty and higher rates of diabetes and other health issues so prevalent in the urban core.

Thus, Riley and Harper, already on record as being against the zoning change, should continue to hold out until they are able to negotiate tangible returns that benefit their constituents.

What kind of returns?

Kroger should construct smaller no-frills, low pricing store models that are stocked with store brand and fresh produce in areas of the city that may not possess the level of income that exists in the suburbs.

While they have paid lip service to constructing this model, Kroger seems to be trying to run out the clock and has failed to put anything concrete on the table.

In addition to retail store opportunities, Kroger also owns dozens of grocery manufacturing and bakery, dairy and beverage plants, which produce its private label and regional brand products. Providing a manufacturing facility in the urban core would provide much needed jobs, restore vibrancy to the area, and increase consumption and ultimately secure additional market share.

Is there a risk of Kroger leaving Toledo because of the four “standup” councilpersons?

“No,” says Spang, emphatically. “I am totally calling Kroger’s bluff.

Toledo’s a very good market for them. They will stay on the Monroe/Secor corner because that location is a cash cow for them and the bank branch inside is one of Fifth Third’s highest performers. We just have to stand up and quit being such a needy city that we accept the dregs of anything.

So, no, Kroger isn’t going to leave Toledo. They will solve the problem. This is their own corporate problem to figure out.”

In other words, the Kroger battle will result in victory and bring tangible benefits to residents living in the urban core if the four councilpersons will only continue to cling to their principles and face the giant.

Contact Rev. Donald Perryman, D.Min, at drdlperryman@centerofhopebaptist.org

disillusioned with the power of government to positively impact their lives:

Low Hanging Fruit:

(1) city to set up an advertising fund to “sell” Toledo opportunities and benefits to Atlanta, Raleigh, Columbus, Indianapolis, New Orleans, Chicago, Cleveland and Detroit.

(2) city to target “black media”...be it Ebony, Jet, professional publications, journals of black sororities and fraternities and social media about job openings and inform the reader why Toledo should be on their radar as a place to come to, or return to.

(3) city to joint venture with minority professional groups and inform them personally and via e mail and social media about job openings in both city and county government. This includes openings for firefighters, police officers and public school teaching jobs.

(4) city to joint venture with local corporations to have minority high school and college students intern with corporations for short periods of time.

(5) city to joint venture with TPS regarding the recruitment of both school administrators and the recruitment of teachers at predominately black colleges and universities.

(6) city to work with the many local black churches to advise and mentor junior high school students and work with and assist single parents who are overwhelmed with “kid” issues.

(7) city to work with the local NAACP to have local contractors increase their outreach to minority students regarding apprenticeship programs and to increase the number of minority workers at their job sites. Note: City of Oregon will soon employ about a thousand workers to build a new and upcoming power plant. How many of those workers will be named, DeMarcus or La Tanisha?

(8) city to provide “city” scholarships in conjunction with Owens Community College and Lourdes and the University of Toledo for students to enter into academic studies regarding careers in public service, public administration and law enforcement.

(9) city to sponsor public service announcements on local radio and TV and social media advising kids to wait until they are married and have a job before they start a family.

(10) city to have an ongoing campaign of going door-to-door to recruit students to either finish high school and to start college prep or to obtain a two-year degree.

(11) city to solicit foundations and corporations for funds to provide needed child care services so that single parents can start and/or finish high school or a degree program.

The mayor would set up an office called: The Office Of External Affairs and the mayor would appoint a person of a MBA ranking who would, with a staff, initiate these agendas.

It is novel and different but I surmise that with the current bleakness of Toledo losing many of its best and brightest to other cities, nothing ventured is nothing gained!

Don’t you think so, Mayor & Company?

“Here you have it. A bunch of low hanging fruit that can be expanded and accomplished if there is a will to do so.

To not do so, is to tacitly admit failure and to agree that Toledo will remain a city mired in petty politics and a city that those who can...leave and those who can’t...stay and fumble around in the dark for a helping door handle.

Contact Lafe Tolliver at tollever@juno.com
Run, run, run.

Some days, it feels like that’s all you do. Run the kids to school, dash to work, rush with errands, and run yourself ragged before bed. You’re always on the go, always moving, and in the new book *Never Caught* by Erica Armstrong Dunbar, your breath isn’t the only thing to catch.

Twenty-one-year-old Mulatto Betty must’ve breathed a sigh of relief.

When Martha Custis married George Washington, slaves were shuffled as the mistress moved to Mount Vernon; miraculously and notably, Betty moved and was allowed to keep her baby son with her. She was pregnant, too, by a white man with an “indenture agreement” and an eye for opportunity; their eldest daughter was born in mid-1773, and given the unusual name of Ona Maria.

At age 10, “Oney” Judge was brought inside the Washington household, in service to Martha Washington. There, the illiterate girl learned to care for Martha’s clothing, to bathe the mistress, tend her grandchildren, and soothe anxieties – one of which was that Martha’s husband had been asked to be the nation’s first president, a post that Martha Washington wasn’t keen on – and neither was Judge.

But, of course, Washington did take the position, which meant a household move from Virginia to Manhattan (the site of the first Executive Mansion) for the family and a handful of slaves, including Judge. It’s there, says Dunbar, where Judge most certainly tasted freedom through rare autonomy.

She was undoubtedly unhappy, therefore – but couldn’t speak her mind – when the Executive Mansion was relocated to Philadelphia in 1790.

But there was a twist, for Judge and for the Washingtons: laws in Pennsylvania mandated freedom for any slave living in the state for six continuous months, meaning that the Washingtons would shuffle their slaves between Philadelphia and Virginia, to “reset” their status. Judge surely knew what was going on, but when she learned that she would be permanently gifted as a wedding present to Martha’s moody granddaughter, she could stand things no longer.

And so, as the Washingtons dined on a Saturday evening in May, 1796, Oney Judge slipped out the door and ran...

It’s been a long time since I’ve read a thriller as heart-pounding as the one I found in this book. The difference is that *Never Caught* is all true.

But Judge’s astounding, audacious story isn’t the only thing author Erica Armstrong Dunbar brings to vivid life: she also sets the tone by explaining the times in which Judge lived, and what life was like for slaves and whites alike. Thanks to Dunbar, it’s easy to feel the busyness of Manhattan, to absorb the fear Judge surely felt, and to picture the elegant drawing rooms of the Washington home. On that note, we learn some not-so-savory things about George Washington, which makes the meat of this story an even bigger reason for gleefulness.

Now you have to find out what happened. If you love biographies, history, stories about remarkable women, or really exciting thrillers, *Never Caught* you need to read this book. Run for it.
FOR RENT
Two bedroom apartments for rent – plus
Move-In Special.
419-708-2340

BLACK LIVES MATTER
SCHOLARSHIP BANQUET
Saturday, February 25 at the Frederick
Douglass Community Association; Noon;
419-973-0248

NORTHGATE APARTMENTS
610 Stickney Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43604
“Now Accepting Applications for 1 and
2 Bedroom Apartment Homes”
Rent is based on income. Our Activity
and Service Coordinators are on site.
Heat included. Chauffeured transporta-
tion to nearby shopping and banks available.

TOLEDO URBAN FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION JOBS
Come work at Toledo’s first community de-
velopment credit union, where we are grow-
ing and our membership is exploding. We are
looking to fill the following positions:

Bookkeeper - Assist in managing our day-
to-day accounting and finance require-
ments. Confidentiality, excellent organiza-
tional skills, and accuracy are important quali-
cfications for this position, as well as good
customer relations and the ability to com-
unicate clearly. The ideal candidate
for this position is skilled multi-tasker,
is reliable and is committed to consistently
meeting deadlines. 3-5 years experience
required. Apply in person or email resume
toleourban@gmail.com

Head Teller - Coordinate and supervise all as-
psects of teller operations within the branch
ensuring the daily activities of the tellers
are performed in a timely, accurate and courte-
ous manner. Well versed in all branch opera-
tional procedures. Customer Service & Bank-
ing experience required. Apply in person or
email resume toleourban@gmail.com

Teller (Part-Time) - Greet and welcome
members to the credit union in a courte-
ous, professional and timely manner, provid-
ing prompt, accurate and efficient member
transactions, and answering questions in
person or on the telephone. Customer Ser-
vice experience required. Apply in person or
email resume toleourban@gmail.com

RENASCENCE OTTAWA AREA
RESIDENCES
3 AND 4 Bedroom Single Family Homes
with attached garages. Many homes newly
remodeled and available immediately.
All appliances included.
Please call 419-389-0996 or visit
our website
at 1258 Rockcress Drive, Toledo, OH 43615
Voice/TTY 1-800-553-0300.
Equal Housing Opportunity.

LAND STEWARD
Metroparks of the Toledo Area has an
opening for a Land Steward. Associate’s
degree or equivalent work experience in
biology, natural resources, environmen-
tal education or studies or related field.
Minimum one year in environmental edu-
cation or natural resource management.
Valid driver’s license required 35hr/wk.
$13.67/hr.

Go to www.MetroparksToledo.com to view
detailed position description and job re-
quirements. Apply online by March 2nd.
EOE

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
Accessible Country Trails I and Swan Creek
West Apartments
One (1) and Two (2) bedroom (waitlist)
Brookview Gardens
One (1) and Two (2) bedroom units (waitlist)
Ottawa River Estates
One (1) bedroom units (waitlist)
Woodside Village Apartments
One (1) bedroom units (waitlist)

Qualifying physical or developmental dis-
ability required for all apartments listed
above.
Rent based on income.

John H. McKissick Senior Apts. and Bridge
Point Senior Village
One (1) bedroom units (waitlist)
Must be 62 years of age or older
Rent based on income.

Applications taken on a FIRST COME, FIRST
SERVED BASIS
Thursday, March 9th, 2017 from 9:00am until
3:00pm
5555 Airport Hwy., Toledo, OH
Suite 145
All waitlists will be closed
Thursday, March 9th at 3:00 PM

For more information call (419) 389-0361
Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM – 4:30 PM
Or visit www.preferred-properties.org

REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS
LAW MAINTENANCE SERVICES
The Lucas County Land Bank is seeking
qualified and efficient lawn maintenance
contractors for the upcoming season. If
your company specializes in grass-cutting
at a large volume, we want you to apply!

Deadline to return Request for Qualification
applications is March 13, 2017 at Noon
to the Land Bank’s office, One Government
Center, Suite 580, Toledo, Ohio, 43604. A
mandatory contractor informational meet-
ing will be held on February 22, 2017 at
10:00 a.m. at One Government Center, 1st
Floor Conference Room. Complete details
and the Request for Qualifications applica-
tion can be found at the Land Bank’s web-
site at www.LucasCountyLandBank.org or
by visiting the Land Bank’s office.

The Lucas County Land Bank is a commu-
nity organization whose mission is to re-
turn vacant and abandoned properties to
productive use. MBE/WBE/EDGE contrac-
tors in the Toledo region are encouraged
to apply.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
SPECIALIST
Metroparks of the Toledo Area is looking for a
qualified individual to serve as Environmen-
tal Education Specialist. Position will involve
development, production, implementation,
and presentation of programs and special
events. Requires associate’s degree in biol-
ogy, environmental science, communication,
education, or related field, or work experience
equivalent to a degree. Experience present-
ing public or educational programs, produc-
ing special events, educational and public
program development, production, and evalu-
ation required. Part time, up to 35 hours per
week, $13.02/hr. Go to www.metroparksco-
toledo.com for complete list of position require-
ments and duties; must submit online applica-
tion and resume by March 2nd. EOE

Call to place your ad
419-243-0007
www.TheTruthToledo.com
During rehearsals for the Toledo Opera’s *Marriage of Figaro* – staged at the Valentine Theater on February 10 and February 12 – the stars took some time out on January 27 to meet a roomful of guests at the Truth Art Gallery and to celebrate the 261st birthday of composer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

Bass/baritone Darren Stokes and soprano Laquita Mitchell mingled with invitees and spoke of their delight at being able to sing the music of Mozart, particularly in starring roles. Stokes sang the role of Figaro – for the fourth time in his career. Mitchell sang the role of the Countess Almaviva – her first time in that role.

Joining the performers on the evening were Garnett Bruce, stage director, and Sara Tobin, assistant conductor. The event was sponsored by the Toledo Opera and the Truth Gallery.
Perry Burroughs Democratic Women’s Club Hosts 13th Annual Black History Month Celebration

By Tricia Hall
Sojourner’s Truth Reporter

Students, youth group advisors, political leaders and community residents gathered on February 18 for the annual Black History Month celebration. It also marked the 75th anniversary of the historic organization.

The guest speakers for this year’s events were two local elected officials – Toledo Mayor Paula Hicks-Hudson and Toledo Clerk of Courts Vallie Bowman-English.

“I want to thank every individual who supported this organization today. Look at our children. TPS is an awesome school system. Thank you, sponsors,” said Yvonne Harper, club president and Toledo City Council member.

The program opened with the Negro National Anthem, led by Jones Leadership Academy student, Whitney Hughes. Nyasia Kynard of Old West End Academy led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and, then, a special recognition of guests by students. Presentations included a Hidden Figures-inspired poem recited by Ella P Steward Academy for Girls students; flowers, gifts and a school-rhyme introduction by Rosa Parks students and words of encouragement by girls from Groomed for Greatness.

“I cannot imagine what it’s like to be the first African-American female mayor in Toledo. We present you with pearls, you are an exceptional role model,” said eighth grader Kayleigh Wilkes of Hicks-Hudson.

“Ms. Bowman-English’ actions have shown that I can be a leader one day. We’re encouraged to chase our dreams,” shared eighth grader Aliyah Johnson.

Immediately following gift presentations, the invocation was led by Brenda Oliver and the National Anthem was led by three Scott High School students, Aniya Burrell, Jeremiah Duncan and Tanaysia Young.

“I applaud the students and staff that are here today. Our students look beautiful and represented their families, and communities well. We appreciate the support from our sponsors and Perry Burroughs for this opportunity today. There presentations today inspired me, gave me goosebumps, these young people lead today. I’m TPS proud and Toledo proud,” said TPS Superintendent Romules Durant, EdD.

Then Harper introduced the two guest speakers: Hicks Hudson and Bowman-English.

“There are opportunities. Your life can change in an instant. It’s about actions. My time in the mayor’s office is sometimes challenging, but it’s not about me but this city,” said Hicks-Hudson during her brief speech.

“We sometimes wait for others to acknowledge us, including family.

...continued on page 12